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Be£ore a vote is taken on the Draft Declaration on Human
Rights in the form which it has novr taken, I wish to make clear the
attitude which the Canadian government adopts, generally, towards it .

In the first place, we regard this document as one inspired
by .the highest ideals ; as one which contains a statement of a number of
noble principles and aspirations of very great significance which the
peoples of the world will endeâvour to fulfil, though they will make
these efforts variously, each nation in its own .way and according to its
own traditions and political inethods . In an imperfect world, it is
clearly impossible to secure a perfect application of all these principlés
inmtediately. The Charter itself commits the members of the United Nations
to principles which are not yet applied uniformly .thriughoût th&worlc~ .- .
The difficulties in the way of a full and universal application of the
principles of the Declaration of Human Rights will be even more complex .
d!e must, however, move totivards that great goal .

The Draft Declaration, because it is a statement of general
principles, is unfortunately, though no doubt tumavoidably, often worde d
in vague and iznprecise language . lire do not believe in Canada that legislation
should be placed on our statute books unless that legislation can indicat e
in precise ternis the obligations which are demanded of our citizens, and
unless those obligations can be interpreted clearly and definitely in the
courts . Obviously nany of the clauses o£ this Draft Declaration lack the
precision required in the definition of positive obligations and th e
establishment of enforceable rights . For example, Article 22 which gives
the right to public employment to people irrespective of political creed
might, imless it is taken in vconjimction with Article 31, be interpreted
as implying an obligation to employ persons in public service even if it
was their stated and open desire and intention to destroy all the free
institutions which this Declaration of Rights is intended to preserve and
extend . Yrithout those free institutions, which can only flourish in a
liberal democratic society, there can be no human rights .

It is our view that some o£ the difficulties and ambiguities in
this Declaration might have been removed had this document been reviewed by
a body of international jurists, such as the International Law Commission,
before final action was taken by the General Assembly ; and we tegret that
the general desire to expedite this important r,atter has made such a
reference impossible . If the Soviet Delegation had had this in mind in their
amendment, we woüld have been able to support it. But in their speeches ,
Mr. Vishingky and Mr• à!anuilsky showed that, for them, a reconsideration o f
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this Declaration would merely mean a further attempt to include in it
ideas which, in our view, are far removed from human rights : as far
removed as a town meeting from a slave labour parade . i~re do no t
accept - and never will accept - the doctrine that the rights of man include
only those which are sanctioned and sanctified by communist doctrine ;
that all other rights are to be outlawed as "fascist", a word which once
had a clear, if dread meaning in the dictionary of despotism, but which
now has become blurred by its abuse to cover any person or any idea of
which communism does not approve .

So far as the position of Canada in regard to the maintenance
and extension of human rights is concerned, vie shall, in the future, a s
we have in the past, protect the freedom of the individual in our country
where freedom is not only amatter of resolutions but also of day-to-day
practice from one end of the country to the other .

The freedoms to which I refer have developed in Canada within
the framework of a system of law derived both from statutes, and from the
judgments of the courts . +e have depended for the protection of the
individual upon the development of this system rather than upon general
declarations . Because this method is in accord iTith our tradition, we shall
continue to depend on it and to expand it as the need nay arise . ~rhile rre
now subscribe to a general statement of pri.nciples such as that contained in
this Declaration, in doins so we should not tirish to suggest that we intend to
depart from the procedures by which vie have built up our own code under our
own federal constitution for the protection of human rights .

In this regard, there is a special circumstance which applies
to Canada . When some of the articles of the Draft Convention were adopted
in cor.7nittee, the Canadian Delegation abstained, explaining that the
subject under consideration was in some of its important aspects within
the field of provincial jurisdiction in Canada . I wish to nake it clear
that, in regard to any rights which are defined in this document, the
federal government of Canada does not intend to invade other rights which
are also important to the people of Canada, and by this I mean the right s
of the provinces undor our federal constitution . +le believe that the rights
set forth in this Declaration are already well protected in Canada . tle shall
continue to develop and maintain these rights and freedoms, but we shall do so
within the framework of our constitution which assigns jurisdiction in regard
to a number of important questions to the legislatures of our provinces .

Because of these various reservations on details in the Draft
Deelaration, the Canadian Delegation abstained when the Declaration as a whole
was put to the vote in committee . The Canadian Delegation, however, approves
and supports the general principles contained in the Declaration and would
not wish to do anything which might appear to discourage the effort, whic h

it embodies, to define the rishts of inen and rromen . Canadians believe in
these rights and practice them in their communities . In order that there
may be no nisinterpretation of our position on this subject therefore, the

Canadian Delegation, having r.zade its position clear in the committee, will,
in accordance with the understanding I have expressed, now vote in favour
of the resolution, in the hope that it will mark a milestone in humanity's

upward march .
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